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I. Abstract 

Preserving traditions and historical artifacts is the key to understanding and cherishing 

any culture.  In Venice, it is the traditional boats that are the most important reminder of the 

city’s ancient connection with the sea.  Since World War II and the introduction of motorboats, 

traditional boats have begun to disappear and are in danger of being forgotten.  This project, in 

association with the Venetian non-profit organization Arzanà, worked towards the preservation 

and restoration of traditional boats.  Our group created an informative brochure, and website that 

allows for donations, which will increase Arzanà’s ability to restore traditional boats.  In 

addition, we were responsible for advertizing the significant amount of work that the Venice 

Project Center students have done, and the great impact that work has had on Venice.  We 

produced a newsletter to bridge the gap between current and past Venice students.  We also 

identified the logistics for the publication of the book that will compile all of the information 

collected over the past 20 years.  We concluded our project with several recommendations on 

how to further benefit the city of Venice through future project work, including the organization 

of a 20th anniversary celebration, and the creation of an interactive website for the Venice Project 

Center.  
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II. Executive Summary 

Preserving historical artifacts is one of the best ways to keep important historical and 

cultural traditions alive.  In Venice, these artifacts are traditional boats, which have begun to 

disappear since the introduction of motorboats after the Second World War.  One non-profit 

organization, Arzanà, is dedicated to the restoration and preservation of Venetian traditional 

boats; however, their efforts are limited due to lack of funds and no efficient way of publicizing 

their cause.  One aspect of our project was to create a public website that includes a method for 

collecting donations, and houses the archives of information collected and catalogued by 

previous students.  We also created a brochure filled with information about Arzanà’s collection 

in order to promote awareness about nautical heritage in Venice.  The second half of our project 

was a commemoration of the 20 years of the Venice Project Center, and organizing the 

publication of a book comprised of the information gathered by all of the students from past 

Venice projects.     

As a city whose history has long been linked to the ocean, Venice has a heritage deeply 

rooted in maritime traditions.  Venetian artwork and architecture are prime examples of the 

nautical influence on the city.  The famous Arsenale, the naval yard, was founded in 1104 and 

was built as boat yard, once employing over 16,000 people.  There are 75 streets in Venice that 

are named after types of traditional boats, boat builders, and other such nautical terms.  The 

traditional boats of Venice, however, are the most significant indication of the Venetian 

connection to the sea.  Boats were used for most of the main needs of the Venetian culture: 

fishing, hunting, and transportation.  Based on their intended use, traditional boats were built 

differently.  However, all Venetian traditional boats have two similar characteristics: a flat 

bottom and a shallow draft hull.  Due to the shallow water in the canals the boat builders crafted 

the boats with a flat bottom to keep them from hitting the bottom of the canal.  The shallow hull 

allowed the boats to be dragged to shore with minimal structural damage, and also to make it 

easier for people to get in and out of the boat.   
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Figure 1:  The different uses of the traditional boats of Venice 

 
Since the Second World War, traditional boats have been slowly disappearing due to the 

increase in popularity of motorboats.  One organization in Venice that is dedicated to keeping the 

heritage of the traditional Venetian boats alive is Arzanà.  Arzanà consists of volunteer mariners 

who work to keep and restore traditional boats, as well as the nautical artifacts that are associated 

with them. Arzanà works with boats that have been abandoned or donated in an effort to keep 

these precious artifacts from disappearing all together.   

In order to help Arzanà raise funds for preserving and restoring traditional boats, our 

group created a website that includes descriptions of Arzanà’s collection, its mission, and the 

reasons why preservation is important.  The website is comprised of two parts: information about 

the Arzanà association, and information about Arzanà’s collection of traditional boats and 

nautical artifacts.  The design was given to us by Silvia Capriata, a web designer, and the coding 

was done by a member of the group.  As a first step towards making Arzanà part of a museum, 

this project focused on creating a brochure that would not only provide information about the 

organization and its collection, but also to provide a walking tour of its headquarters.   
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This project produced a number of tangible results. The first is the successful creation a 

website for Arzanà (www.arzana.org) that will contribute greatly to the preservation of 

traditional boats.  Not only does the website provide information about the nautical heritage and 

traditional boats of Venice, it also gives Arzanà a more widespread way of reaching out to the 

public for donations.   

 

The second major result from this project is Arzanà’s first step towards creating a 

traditional boats museum – the creation of a bilingual brochure which outlines a guided tour of 

the Arzanà building.  The brochure includes a floor plan of the old boat yard, with photographs 

and descriptions of notable artifacts inside the building.  As another method of promoting 

awareness about the traditional boats and nautical heritage of Venice, our group also produced a 

book chapter encompassing these topics, which will be part of the book being published by the 

Venice Project Center.  

 

Figure 2:  The home page of the new Arzanà website, divided between the actual organization and information 
about the collection. 
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The second part of our project involved the publication of the book and the recognition of 

the 20th anniversary of the Venice Project Center.  With nearly 450 students and 224 projects, the 

Venice Project Center is approaching its 20th anniversary.  Over the years, the work done by WPI 

students has greatly influenced Venice, including the re-engineering of the cargo transportation 

system, which has been implemented in the city, making it much more efficient.  A 

hydrodynamic study of the canals is one of the topics that are unique to the Venice Project 

Center.  As of now, this study is the only information available on the hydrodynamics of the 

Venetian canals.   Other projects include the restoration and cataloguing of public art, 

environment issues, and the proposal of a more efficient sewer system in Venice.  Through the 

years, the Venice Project Center has been awarded 9 IQP awards, a significant honor, and also an 

indication of the quality and impact of the projects. 

Figure 3:  The inside of the informative brochure about Arzanà, taking viewers on a self-guided tour of 
the boatyard. 
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However, all of this important information is not easily accessible to the public, nor can it 

all be found in one location.  The Center has also not been recognized for all of the achievements 

and substantial amounts of work that hundreds of dedicated students have invested in their IQP’s 

in Venice. 

As the production group, we did extensive research on book publishing, copyright laws, 

and pricing for the publication of a book containing information gathered by past students.  We 

contacted Franco Filippi, a local publisher, who gave us information concerning the logistics of 

printing, publishing, and distributing such a book.  In order to reach the alumni whose work 

would be published in the book, our group created a newsletter to update them on the current 

status of the Venice Project Center.  We included summaries of each project, written by each 

respective group, as well as an update on the book publication and the 20th anniversary 

celebration.  A survey was attached to the newsletter, which will provide feedback from the 

alumni concerning the 20th anniversary of the Venice Project Center. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: The front-view of the alumni newsletter 
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This project had to produce the logistics and information required for the successful 

publication of the book.  After meeting with the local publisher, we determined that a book of 

about 208-256 pages would be ideal and would cost about 18 dollars a copy, with a minimum 

number of 1,000 copies.  Once the book is fully edited and formatted, it will take approximately 

20 days to one month to be ready to sell.  In order to advertize both the creation of the book and 

the celebration of the 20th anniversary of the Venice Project Center, our group produced and 

distributed an alumni newsletter in both electronic and hard copy form.  A survey was also 

included as a means to get feedback from the alumni with regards to the purchasing of the book 

and the 20th anniversary commemoration. 

To ensure the preservation of traditional Venetian boats, it is important to continue 

current preservation efforts.  We developed several recommendations that will allow the 

continuation of this project, in order to better preserve the traditional boats of Venice, including 

the final publication of the book, and the creation of an interactive website for the Venice Project 

Center.  In addition, we feel that it is important to celebrate the great milestone the Venice 

Project Center has reached – its 20th anniversary – as well as involving the Venice alumni to a 

greater degree.  There are also several ways we recommend advertizing and selling the book that 

this year’s project groups have dedicated themselves to writing.    
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Prologue 

Due to the nature of this project, this report contains a dichotomy between the two 

major topics of the project. The two topics of the project are the production of a 20th 

anniversary celebration of the Venice Project Center and the preservation of the traditional 

boats of Venice.    This report was written in such a way that in each section the traditional 

boats will be discussed first, followed by the 20th anniversary and production aspect of the 

project. 
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1 Introduction 

Preservation of historical artifacts, traditions, and technology is the key to 

remembering the past.  In North America alone there are over 3,500 preservation 

organizations, ranging from museums to non-profit organizations.1  These organizations 

focus on the preservation of traditions and history of past civilizations.  As the years go by, 

craftsmen who practice traditional methods have been put out of business, in lieu of faster, 

bigger production companies.  There are those who try to help keep the memories of these 

artisans alive, however.  The National Trust for Historic Preservation provided $17 million in 

aid for preservation all over the United States, demonstrating the lengths some are willing to 

go to preserve traditions.2  The United States is not the only country concerned with 

preservation.  Europe, which has an ancient and rich history, is very concerned with 

preserving its traditions and culture.  However, in Venice, Italy there is a cultural treasure on 

the verge of disappearing forever. 

 With the introduction of motorboats after the Second World War a drastic decline in 

the dependence of rowed traditional boats took place.  In 1945, there were 42 rowboat rental 

facilities in Venice, and today there are none3.  The rental facilities in Venice now only stock 

motor boats.  Very few boats traversing the canals are rowed, and the serenity which made 

Venice famous for centuries has been drowned in the roar of motors.  As rowed boats have 

become more and more obsolete, owners have stopped taking care of them, and when the 

boats are no longer usable they are abandoned.  The problem is that as certain boats start to 

disappear there is no way to reconstruct them.  There were no blueprints used to build the 

boats, which were hand crafted by artisans whose very line of work is now limited only to the 

production of the gondola-- the only traditional boat still being constructed in boatyards 

today.  In 2004 a group of WPI students classified some of the traditional boats as being rare, 

endangered and extinct.  Of the 50 known traditional boats, six were found to no longer be in 

existence and 13 were in the category of endangered implying that only three or less of each 

type was still on the water in Venice.  So, about 20% of the known traditional boats were 

either no longer in existence or on the verge of disappearing.  With no written way of 

reconstructing these boats it is almost certain they will be completely forgotten.  Something 

must be done to preserve what is left of the traditional Venetian boats. 

                                                 
1 Preservation Directory.com. 30 Sept 2007.  

<http://www.preservationdirectory.com/HistoricalPreservation/Home.aspx>. 

2 “Funding.” National Trust for Historic Preservation.  29 Sept 2007.  <http://www.nationaltrust.org/funding/>. 

3 E04 Traditional Boats of Venice 
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Currently a non-profit organization called Arzanà, is working to keep the nautical 

traditions of Venice alive.  They are a group of volunteers from the Veneto and Adriatic 

region united under the common interest of preserving the maritime culture of Venice4.  

Arzanà currently have a collection of about 50 traditional Venetian boats which have either 

been abandoned by their owners, or donated to the organization.  This organization has made 

efforts to preserve and reconstruct a few of the boats, but without proper funding, the vessels 

are left to age in a crowded storehouse.  As a non-profit organization they rely mainly on 

donations from the public to fund their cause, but do receive money from other sources, such 

as historical movie producers looking to rent boats or other supplies.  The goal of one day 

creating a museum dedicated to the traditional boats of Venice is a big aspiration of Arzanà 

and its members.  Their lack of publicity, however, makes it very difficult to receive 

donations from sources outside of Venice.  

 Most people outside of Venice have never heard of the efforts of Arzanà mainly 

because they have no website, or way to reach out to the public.  Currently tours of the 

Arzanà building, which was once a traditional boatyard, are given but nothing has been truly 

structured.  The building is an ideal place to have a traditional boats exhibit, and guided tours 

could be organized for people provided some sort of structured exhibit is planned.  Previous 

groups have done work to catalogue Arzanà’s inventory into digital databases, and also 

proposed a webpage which would allow the organization to receive donations, but no further 

course of action in this area had been taken. 

In an effort to reach out to the public and make them aware of the state of the 

traditional boats and of Arzanà, our group has created a website that includes a method for 

collecting donations and houses the archives of information collected and catalogued by 

previous students.  The site is bilingual for both English and Italian speaking people. In 

addition to this, and in an effort to jumpstart Arzanà’s traditional boat museum idea, our 

group decided to create a brochure which gives information about the association and about 

the collection.  It mimics the two faces of the website by having this structure.  A floor plan 

of the old boat yard can be found inside which acts as a guide for a walking tour of the 

building.  By providing photographs of significant artifacts inside the building along with 

brief descriptions, the brochure helps to transform what was once an old boatyard into a 

nautical heritage exhibit.  This is the first big step towards the end result of a museum 

dedicated to the traditional boats of Venice.     

                                                 
4 Arzanà Statuto 
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Our group was also charged with the task of planning a 20th anniversary 

commemoration for the Venice project center.  In 1988, a group of 6 WPI students conducted 

a bootstrap project which analyzed the feasibility of having a project center in Venice, and 19 

years later there have been a total 447 students who have completed 124 projects.  The result 

of this hard work is an extremely extensive collection of information about Venice.  Despite 

this phenomenal achievement there has been no definitive way to spread the information and 

recognize the accomplishments of these students.  As a way to organize this information and 

make it available to the public in a convenient way this group decided to research the 

feasibility and logistics of publishing a book about Venice using the information compiled 

over the last 20 years.  Each group this year was given the task of writing one or more book 

chapters using the data from past projects with the overall goal of being published.  In order 

to publicize this book and to reconnect with the alumni whose work will be used as content, 

this group also completed the task of starting a yearly newsletter for Venice Project Center 

alumni to inform them of current projects and to bring to their attention the 20th anniversary. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Preserving Traditional Boats 

The city of Venice is built on 125 different islands, which are connected by over 182 

canals and 473 different bridges.  However, that level of structure didn’t always exist – early 

in the city’s history, the individual islands were isolated in their development; the only 

contact between islands was wooden planks and boats.  Early Venetians recognized the link 

that they had with boats – they built homes not just for themselves, but also open-bottomed, 

three-sided structures which could house their boats.   By the sixth century, they were known 

as formidable seamen.  Venetians were famed for their maritime skills, including the innate 

ability to sail boats against the current.5  

2.1.1 Nautical Heritage 

Many Venetian customs and traditions developed around the 

dependence on the sea.  According to tradition, the Doge, the ruling 

entity of Venice, was “married” to the sea.  Each year, in a 

celebration called the Festa Della Sensa, the Doge would cast a large 

ring, as seen in Figure 1, into the sea.  Similar to other cultures, 

Venice was prolific in its creation of art and architecture, and pieces 

typically were focused around different aspects of the city’s 

maritime heritage.  One of the most popular tourist sites in Venice, 

St. Mark’s Basilica, contains many pieces of artwork depicting 

different boats and the sea.  One example is the Translatio 

of St. Mark, seen in Figure 2, which is a mosaic from the 

13th century that can be seen on the west-wing vault in the 

San Clemente Chapel in St. Mark’s.6  Similar mosaics can 

be found on the three other walls of the chapel, and 

illustrate not just Venice’s link with the sea, but the 

connection between the sea and religion.  However, 

artwork relating to the sea is not just seen in churches – 

many pieces of public art seen throughout the city have a nautical theme.  

                                                 
5 Vittoria, Eugenio.  The Gondolier and his Gondola.  Pg 17 
6 http://www.muspe.unibo.it/period/MA/index/number1/fenl1/fe1_3.htm. 
 

Figure 6:  The Translatio of St. Mark 

Figure 5: The ceremonial 
ring thrown into the sea each 
year by the Doge 
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These are several examples of the different nautical heritage elements which can be 

seen throughout the city of Venice.  In 2005, a study was conducted by students from 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute identifying the nautical heritage of Venice.  In the study, 33 

places of nautical interest were identified including, but not limited to, ten churches, one 

monument, three museums, and 14 Squeri.  These can be seen simply by visiting popular 

tourist sites, such as San Marco, Palazzo 

Ducale, and Museo Correr.  The nautical 

heritage of Venice is seen not only in 

building and artwork, but also in street names 

found throughout the city.  The streets were 

often named after the different vendor’s shops located there, and though many of those shops 

have closed the names remain. Worcester Polytechnic Institute, in a similar study, catalogued 

26 street names containing the word Barche (boats), four containing the word Felzi, nine 

containing Remer (oar-maker), 17 containing Squeri or Squero, and 19 containing Traghetto 

(gondola taxi) as seen in Figure 3, with a total of 75 streets referring to some kind of nautical 

aspect.7  

2.1.2 Squeri and the Arsenale 

In a city that demands boats for transportation, the art of shipbuilding has been a great 

Venetian tradition dating back as early as the city itself. Traditional boats are always 

handcrafted at specific boat building sites known as squeri.  These squeri are home to some 

of the world’s most talented wooden boat craftsmen, the squerarióli.  Most squeri are small, 

meant for building one particular type of boat. 

Perhaps the most unique aspect of the squeri is the 

method of transporting boats in and out of the water. 

The loading area of the squeri consists of a 

downward sloping ground that goes directly from the 

boatyard into the canal. This allows effortless 

transport and also eliminates the risk of damaging 

boats. 

The largest squero in Venice is the Arsenale, 

founded in 1104 A.D., and still standing today.  The Arsenale, as seen in Figure 4, was the 

boat production and repair center, or squero, of Venice; at the height of its power, 

                                                 
7 Preserving the Nautical Traditions and Maritime Heritage of Venice, Italy.  2005. 

Figure 8:  The ancient Arsenale 

Figure 7:  Sotoportego del Traghetto, just one of the 75 
street signs relating to nautical heritage 
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approximately one boat was produced per day, and it employed over 16,000 people.8  Today, 

the Arsenale is primarily a naval base, but it sits adjacent to the Naval History Museum of 

Venice and serves as a part of the biannual art exhibit hosted by the city of Venice.   

2.1.3 Traditional Boats 

With a history so rich in maritime heritage, it is easy to see the link the Venetians 

have with boats.  The term “traditional boat” in Venice refers to a boat with a flat bottom and 

a shallow draft hull, two characteristics that have very distinct and practical purposes.9  Due 

to the shallow water in the canals, the squeriorli were forced to craft the boats with a flat 

bottom to keep them from hitting the bottom of the canal.  The shallow hull allowed the boats 

to be dragged to shore with minimal structural damage, and also to make it easier for people 

to get in and out of the boat.  Another benefit to the shallow hull is the balance it offers for 

passengers when standing in the boats, which is a strange concept for most people.10  When 

crossing the Grand Canal in a type of gondola called a traghetto, it is customary for the 

passengers to remain standing.  Traditionally the traghetti were not confined to transport 

across the Grand Canal, but as can be seen from the traghetti map of 1697, it was also a very 

common way of getting from island to island in Venice.  Figure 5 compares this to the 

traghetti map of 200411, we can note that not only are the traghetti strictly in the Grand 

Canal, but the number of points where someone could take a traghetto have decreased from 

43 stations to the eight that are presently active. 

Although the number of traghetti has decreased, they are still used in modern Venice.  

It is the most practical way to get across the Grand Canal, at points where pedestrians are 

                                                 
8 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 33 
9 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 25 
10 Idem 
11 Map provided by 2004 IQP, entitled The Traditional Boats of Venice 

Figure 9: Map of traghetti in 1687 and in 2004.  The traghetti were originally used as taxis to carry people all over the 
lagoon and to other destinations.  Of the 43 stations that were originally in use, only 8 still remain.  The remaining 
traghetti are now only used to ferry people across the Grand Canal. 
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unable to cross by bridge.  Using a gas motor would be wasteful and create a wake that would 

not only adversely affect travel up and down the length of the canal, but cause damage to the 

canal wall as well.  However, the most common traditional boat which can be seen today 

throughout Venice is the gondola, truly the modern-day symbol of the city.  Tourists from all 

over the world will spend 100 euro to take a romantic ride in a gondola, which through the 

years has turned into a multi-million dollar business.12  

2.1.4 Types of Traditional Boats 

 Traditional Venetian boats were designed based on their intended use.  These uses 

include transport of large and small goods, public transportation, construction, house 

maintenance, the police, military defense, and fishing.  Because traditional boats were built 

according to their use, they can be separated into three main categories: fishing and hunting, 

cargo transportation, and human transportation.  Each category contains boats of similar size, 

shape, and intended use.  

2.1.4.1 Fishing and Hunting 

Venice, like many coastal cities, is known for its seafood cuisine.  Fishing in the 

Lagoon requires boats that are capable of transporting large amounts of fish back to the 

island, and that have the ability to maneuver to and from the 

location of the fish.   

The topo, commonly translated as “mouse,” is typically a 24 

meter long sail boat with a large rudder in the rear for steering.13  

The topo, shown in Figure 6, is particularly unique because of the 

position of its sail; the mast is located about one third of the way 

along the length of the hull.  The Venetian waterways tend to 

become very shallow during low tides, particularly the smaller 

canals.  In order to travel through these shallow waters, the topo was 

built with the ability to lift its deep rudder and lock it in an upward 

position, thus preventing the rudder hitting the bottom of the canal. A final feature of the topo 

is the hollowed-out storage compartment in the hull, which allows the fisherman to store his 

catch in a cool, wet place during transport back to land.14  

                                                 
12 Witty, Anne.  “Beyond the Gondola.”  Wooden Boat.  No. 153. 
13 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 91 
14 Tipologie dei natanti veneziani. Pg 45 

Figure 10:  A topo, used for 
fishing in the lagoon 
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The sanpierota, seen in Figure 7, is also an example of a popular fishing vessel found 

in early Venice.  The name is derived from its place of origin, San Pietro, in Volta.15 It is a 

member of the sandolo family of boats, and was popular for its sturdiness, reliability, 

roominess, and relatively simple maintenance. Like the topo, this boat was sail-powered 

before the days of 

motors. It is typically 

built with a length of six 

to seven meters.16 The 

sanpierota was normally 

owned by Venetian 

families; they were 

painted with different 

bright colors to distinguish one from the other. It was also commonly rented, similar to car or 

moving-van rentals. As recent as the 1930’s, there were over 50 row boat rental facilities in 

Venice.  

The s’ciopon “long gun” is a unique hunting boat designed for the specific task of 

allowing one man to both navigate the boat and shoot ducks.17 The s’ciopon is one of the few 

traditional Venetian boats that can be rowed sitting down. The gun attached to the boat is 

three meters long, and is pre-set to be aimed so that a swimming duck can be shot without 

moving the gun up or down. 

These boats are no longer used 

today for hunting, but instead are 

common among young boys for 

short distance transportation. The 

boat rides very low in the water, 

as can be seen in Figure 8.  

2.1.4.2 Large Cargo Transport 
 

The city of Venice relies on boats for most large cargo transportation. Cargo boats are 

filled with anything from fresh fruit to construction supplies – everything the city needs is 

transported by boat.  Transporting large, heavy cargo requires a vessel strong enough to do 

so, while remaining maneuverable throughout the canals.  

                                                 
15 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 102 
16 Idem 
17 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 54 

   Figure 11:  A sanpierota, a common fishing boat 

Figure 12: A s’ciopon, a unique traditional boat, with a 3 meter gun 
extending in the front so the hunter can row and shoot 
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The caorlina, seen in Figure 9, is about 10 

meters in length, and is known for being fast, easy to 

handle, and capable of carrying a large amount of goods. 

It was commonly used to carry fruits and vegetables in 

large quantities.18 A caorlina is typically rowed by two 

people; however, up to eight may row at one time. To 

accommodate such a large amount of rowers, the 

caorlina was built to be symmetrical along the width 

and length.19 Such symmetry is rarely found in traditional 

Venetian boats. It is this attribute that allows the caorlina to 

be used in many regate, or boat races, today. 

The largest of all traditional Venetian cargo boats is the peata.  It was used throughout 

Venice to transport all sorts of large bulky materials, particularly those needed for 

construction. It is typically 16 

meters in length and is normally 

manned by two oarsmen, but 

can be rowed by as many as 

16.20 The manner in which this 

boat is propelled is what makes 

the peata truly special. Instead 

of rowing with a bladed oar, 

which utilizes the water to move 

the boat forward, the oarsmen 

stand on the boat and push the 

oar against the bottom of the canal.  They progress the boat along by walking slowly from 

one end of the boat to the other, as seen in Figure 10.21 

2.1.4.3 Human Transport 

In early Venice, traditional boats were used as a means of both personal and public 

transportation. Whether it was ferrying Venetians across the Grand Canal or transporting 

royalty, Venice depended greatly on the presence of row boats to reach their destinations. 

                                                 
18 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 122 
19 Idem 
20 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 124 
21 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 126 

Figure 13: A caorlina 

Figure 14: A peata, the largest cargo boat.  The boat has been extinct 
since 1980. 
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The sandolo, shown in Figure 11, was the most common form of transportation in the 

Lagoon. The most common use of the sandolo was private ownership; however, it was also 

used as a water taxi or fishing boat. This vessel is one of the few that is still very common 

today, although many now have an attached motor. The sandolo can also be commonly seen 

in races throughout Venice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another common means of transportation was the mascareta. This boat gained 

popularity because it was lightweight, easy to maneuver, and above all, inexpensive. It 

weighs as little as 120 kilograms and is about six meters 

in length.22 This boat is one of the simplest of the 

traditional boats, and therefore the most popular among 

modern amateur boat builders. As motor boats gained in 

popularity, boat owners began purchasing personal 

motor boats, which meant that privately owned crafts 

like the mascareta fell out of existence.  This boat can be 

seen in Figure 12. 

Perhaps the quickest of all traditional boats, the 

puparin, was the vessel of choice for a faster means of 

transportation. Its slim design made it skim quickly over 

the water of the shallow canals.  This member of the sandolo family was the most of 

expensive and difficult to obtain. Owning a puparin was considered a symbol of status 

because they were expensive to buy. It is for this reason that members of Italian nobility were 

commonly transported in a puparin. 

Despite the fact that such a huge variety of boats once populated the canals, it is 

common to walk around Venice today and see the overly-romanticized gondola as the only 

traditional boat on the water.  It is much more common to see people steering motorized 

                                                 
22 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 52 

Figure 16:  A mascareta 

Figure 15: A sandolo 
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boats through the narrow canals or around the lagoon, rather than rowing traditional boats.  

Where have these hundreds of traditional boats gone? 

2.1.5 Traditional Boat Endangerment 

Due to the overwhelming increase of motorized boats in Venice, the traditional rowed 

boats are being abandoned and nearing extinction.  The slow disappearance of traditional 

boats can be best seen through the evolution of the rental facilities, known as fitabatèle, 

which would rent boats for work or pleasure.  Between 1960 and 1975, as seen is Figure 13, 

23 there were 17 rental facilities that were forced to close as motorboats became more 

popular.  There were once 52 shops that rented traditional boats; today, none remain.  The 

motorboat rental shops that have appeared over the past ten years do not rent boats for 

pleasure; instead, the boats are used for work purposes, such as carrying heavy materials or 

transporting goods for construction sites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The squeri that were once one of the most important parts of Venice are also 

disappearing.  There were originally fourteen main squeri that were active in the building of 

traditional boats.  Now, only seven of the fourteen are still operational; although they repair 

many types of traditional boats, the only new boats which come out of them are gondole, the 

last of the popular traditional boats.    

                                                 
23 This figure was provided by the 2004 IQP, entitled The Traditional Boats of Venice 

Figure 17: Traditional, rowed rental boat facilities closing.  The largest decline 
number closing occurs from 1960-1975, which is approximately the same time that 
motor boats starting gaining in popularity. 
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As renting traditional boats became more difficult, membership for the many rowing 

clubs around Venice increased.  Although traditional boats have become increasingly 

endangered, the Venetian love of traditional rowing has not diminished.  Rowing clubs offer 

members social interaction for those similarly interested in the unique style of Venetian 

rowing.  The 26 rowing clubs in Venice are known as remiere, and each rowing club has a 

collection of boats, including rare or unique traditional boats.    For example, Figure 14 

shows a batèla a coa de gambero, a very rare boat owned by Ramiera Serenissima. About 

28,000 Italians belong to rowing clubs in Venice and northern Italy, which in certain areas 

practice the Venetian style of rowing.24  These rowing clubs have helped keep the enthusiasm 

for traditional boats and rowing alive. 

2.1.6 Efforts for Preservation 

2.1.6.1 Regata 

Traditional boats are in constant danger of becoming extinct.  There are, however, 

efforts to preserve the nautical history of the city of Venice.  There are annual races held in 

Venice, not only as a sport, but also to preserve the ancient Venetian tradition of rowing 

traditional boats.  The ten famous regate are annual races, used to understand and respect the 

lagoon – to help rediscover Venice’s maritime culture.  The regate are vastly popular, for 

both participants and for viewers.  These races are one of the most important ways that 

traditional boats, rowing, and maritime heritage stay alive in Venice. 

                                                 
24 The Traditional Boats of Venice.  2004 IQP 

Figure 18: A batéla a coa de gambero, a very rare traditional boat owned by Ramiera 

Serenissima (The Serenissima rowing club).  Rowing clubs have helped to keep the 
tradition of Venetian rowing alive. 
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2.1.6.2 Arzanà 

There is one organization dedicated to preserving traditional boats and the maritime 

heritage of Venice.  This organization is Arzanà, which is headquartered in the Squero ai 

Servi in the Cannaregio district of Venice.  The squero was built in the 15th century, and 

remained active until 1920.  Although no longer active, Arzanà uses the squero building for 

boat preservation and as a storage facility for maritime accessories.  Founded in 1992, Arzanà 

promotes the study,   restoration and conservation of the traditional boats of Venice.  In the 

last fifteen years it has acquired, and in part restored,  about fifty typical boats of Venice and 

the lagoon, many of them the only one surviving of their kind.25  

  To be maintained efficiently and, where possible, fully returned to sailing and rowing 

capacity, many of the traditional boats in the Arzanà collection need radical restoration. This 

is something that requires financial support that Arzanà – a non-profit organization run by 

volunteers – often lacks.  Arzanà has rented parts of the collection to films making period 

pieces about Venice.  For example, 

several of Arzanà’s boats and nautical 

artifacts can be seen in the recent 

movies, The Merchant of Venice, and 

Casanova.  Arzanà also appeals to local 

and international agencies, companies, 

foundations and associations, who 

understand the need to safeguard 

traditional boats and to convey to future 

generations the importance of what was 

once, and still should be, the most 

common aspect of the Venetian culture.  

2.2 The Venice Project Center 

2.2.1 Problems in Venice 

Although it is arguably one of the most beautiful cities in the world, Venice faces 

many challenges.  With recurring floods, introduction of motorized boats, the increase in 

pollution, and the overwhelming increase of tourism, Venice is facing problems that require 

immediate attention.    

                                                 
25 Arzanà statuto 

Figure 19: Arzanà, located in an ancient squero 
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Venice both thrives on and suffocates from tourism.  In the summer months, the more 

popular routes along small alleyways and over the many beautiful bridges are so thronged 

with tourists that pedestrian traffic is brought to a halt.  Not only is the sheer number of 

tourists increasing, the number of day visitors is also rising.  This means that the people 

visiting the city each day are not contributing to the income of restaurants and overnight 

hotels.  A large problem in Venice is due to the declining population, the decreasing tax base, 

and the overwhelming number of tourists that do not add to the income of the city needed for 

repairs and restoration. 

Venice is located on a lagoon, which is a wetland coastal area that consists of seawater, mud 

flats, salt marshes, fish farms, islands, reclaimed areas of dry land, sand banks, and a coastal 

strip between the lagoon and the Adriatic Sea. The lagoon has a mean water depth of 1.2 m 

and a surface area of about 550 km2, of which just over 400 km2 is open to the tides of the 

Adriatic Sea.26  Since the 1950’s, the city has been increasingly immerse by periodic floods, 

in part because it is sinking. Increased air pollution from cars and industrial smoke has 

contributed to the deterioration of the ancient buildings and works of art, and the high 

phosphorus and nitrogen content of the lagoon has stimulated algal growth, which has 

depleted marine life. Such environmental problems have led to a steady depopulation of 

Venice to the mainland over the past several decades.27   

Among the problems typical of Venice, the most evident come from acqua alta. Acqua alta 

refers to a heavy high tide which will often flood the city.  Although these floods are 

generally limited to a few inches of water, acqua alta can nevertheless become a hindrance to 

the everyday workings of the people of Venice.  Not only does the constant flooding affect 

the historical city, but the high increase of motorized boat traffic is eroding the canal walls, 

which provide the basic support for the city infrastructure.  All of these problems are a 

combined concern that plagues Venice and its inhabitants.  It is because of these concerns 

that many organizations have been created that are dedicated to the preservation and 

restoration of Venice.  Among these organizations is the Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Venice Project Center (VPC). 

                                                 
26“Safeguarding Venice.”  Science/Technology.  28 Aug. 2000.  7 Oct 2007.  
<http://pubs.acs.org/cen/coverstory/ 

7835/7835sci1.html>. 
27 “History Founding and Rising of Venice.  InfoPlease.com.  3 Oct 2007.  <http://www.infoplease.com/ce6/ 

world/A0861775.html>. 
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2.2.2 WPI and the Project Program 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute is a university located in Worcester, Massachusetts.  

It is unique in that it requires students to participate in a series of projects that provides an 

acute awareness of the social implications of technology and engineering.  This program, 

known as the “WPI Plan” is described in the 2007-2008 undergraduate catalog.  

 

In 1970 WPI adopted a revolutionary new undergraduate program known as the 

WPI Plan. The Plan replaced the traditional rigidly-prescribed curriculum — 

typical of conventional engineering education — with a flexible, exciting, and 

academically challenging program aimed at helping students to learn how to learn.  

The Plan continues the “Two Tower” tradition by synthesizing classroom 

experience in projects that solve real world problems. The WPI project program 

prepares graduates for their future professional lives by helping them learn how to 

identify, investigate and report on open-ended problems. Alumni indicate that 

project experiences also prepare them uniquely well for managing team efforts, 

and for communicating both in oral and written forms according to professional 

standards. 

All WPI students complete two major projects in addition to requirements in 

general education and in their major fields. The Major Qualifying Project (or 

MQP) challenges students to solve problems typical of those to be encountered in 

their professional discipline. The Interactive Qualifying Project (or IQP) presents 

an issue at the intersection of science, technology, and culture, and emphasizes the 

need to learn about how technology affects societal values and structures. Students 

also achieve intellectual breadth through degree requirements in the social 

sciences and humanities and arts. In addition, students achieve some depth within 

the Humanities and Arts by completing an Inquiry Seminar or Practicum on a 

theme emerging from a self-selected series of courses. Taken together, these 

activities emphasize that professionals must learn not only to create technology, 

but also to assess and manage the social and human consequences of that 

technology.28 

 

The Interactive Qualifying Project, known as the IQP, is a major part of the WPI, and is 

designed to give students an opportunity to consider the social implications of engineering 

and technology when developing solutions on a practical level.  The IQP is designed to not 

only provide a practical education to students; it is also designed to solve some of the 

challenges in society. 

                                                 
28 WPI Undergraduate Catalog 2007-2008.  Worcester Polytechnic Institute: 2007. 
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2.2.3 The Bootstrap Project 

The first Venice IQP commenced in the fall of 1988.  It was known as the “Bootstrap” 

project, and it had two main goals: determining the logistical feasibility of a project center in 

Venice, and gauging the level of interest by the Venetian community in having American 

students work on some of the city’s more pressing concerns.  Six students traveled to Venice 

in order to find urban, environmental, scientific and industrial organizations that would be 

potentially interested in sponsoring a WPI IQP.  In order for such a project center to exist, the 

group needed to have solid project proposals coming from the Venetian community, 

indicating a certain level of interest for hosting WPI students completing their Interactive 

Qualifying Projects. 

The project group documented what was necessary for students to travel and work in Venice.  

They came up with proposals for types of projects that would benefit society in Venice, and 

presented these to potential sponsors.  Because of the success of the Bootstrap project, WPI 

established the Venice Project Center, making it the second oldest international project 

center, after the project center in London.29 

2.2.4 The Venice Project Center: The First Decade 

The Bootstrap project was the first of many IQP’s in Venice.  1988 and 1989 were 

investigatory years, dedicated to determining the suitability of certain topics as IQP’s.  These 

first projects created a foundation for future groups doing their IQP’s in Venice. 

Many of the original projects focused on the lagoon environment and the reutilization of the 

abandoned islands surrounding Venice.  Some topics included: the feasibility of organic 

farming, the introduction of an educational park, which would inform the public of the unique 

and interesting wildlife of the lagoon, and archaeology of the lagoon.  This project earned the 

Venice Project Center its first Presidential IQP Award, a prestigious honor given to the best 

IQP of the year. 

In addition to addressing environmental concerns were projects dedicated to the 

public art of Venice.  In 1990, one project group investigated the effects of pollution on the 

public art.  Later projects created an extensive catalog of every piece of public art, complete 

with detailed descriptions as well as methods for restoration.  Another art program, which 

won the 1991 Presidential IQP Award, cataloged the inventory of the Ca’Rezzonico Museum, 

allowing easy management, something that was not possible previously. 

                                                 
29 Cote, Michael, et. al.  A Feasibility Study of the Venice Project Center.  5 May 1989. 
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It was during this first ten years that the Venice Project Center began to focus on one 

of the major concerns of the Venice community: canals.  Students involved in these projects 

worked extensively on the canals, which included: determining the scientific definition of a 

canal, establishing effective data acquisition methods, and the investigation of possible 

solutions to canal wall damage.  In 1992, UNESCO was granted about two million dollars for 

projects focusing on the preservation of Venice; in turn, UNESCO sponsored 10 out of 12 

IQP’s, which focused on canals.  

1993 marked the official designation of the Venice IQP program as a “Project 

Center”, the third such program at WPI after Washington D.C. and London.  During the 

subsequent years the projects expanded, at which time the public art catalog was completed.  

Over the years the Project Center was noted in many distinguished publications, including the 

BBC and Technology Review, published by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  In the 

following years urban maintenance became a large source of concern that IQP’s began 

focusing on.  Information such as which canals to dredge first, alternative routes for traffic 

upon canal closures, as well as the hydrostatics of the different canals, were all based on the 

data collected and analyzed by the project center’s students. 

In 1997, WPI contributed a percent 

of the costs it took to establish a Project 

Center Office in Venice; Venice was the 

first project center to have its own office in 

the city of interest.  That same year, 

another Presidential IQP award was given 

to the project that proposed a newly 

automated ambulance dispatch system.  

Figure 16 shows the most efficient route 

calculated by the new system, which serves 

as a guide for the ambulance drivers.  This system highly reduced time to emergencies, using 

computer programs to display high and low tides, as well as heavy traffic areas to avoid.   

1998 marked the 10th anniversary of the Venice Project Center.  In recognition for his 

continued dedication and contributions to Venice and the WPI community, Fabio Carrera, the 

founder and advisor of the VPC, was appointed an adjunct professor of WPI. 

Figure 20 - Ambulance Route 
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4

2.2.5 The Venice Project Center: The Second Decade 

The Venice Project Center gained even more recognition after its tenth anniversary.  

Many new projects were created to better help address the concerns of Venice.  These new 

projects typically focused on one of five areas: Art; Environment; Socio-Economics; Urban-

Maintenance, and Miscellaneous (for those projects that did not fit into the other four 

categories).   

One of the most notable projects in the Venice Project Center’s second decade involved 

mapping the hydrodynamics of the canals.  Not only did this project provide invaluable 

information on the flow and currents of the canals, but it was also a stepping stone to many 

other projects that investigated the many aspects to Venice’s intricate waterways. 

In the second decade, the preservation and restoration of the public art of Venice was 

a major topic of many of the IQP projects.  In 2000 alone there were two projects dealing 

with art, one studying and classifying the city’s unique circular bell towers, and the other 

making a study of the forgotten art of Venice.  Later in 2004 and 2005, two groups made a 

study of the church floors in Venice, which in themselves are priceless works of art.  All of 

these projects contributed to the 

extensive database of the public art that 

is scattered throughout the city. 

Socio-economic issues in 

Venice have provided students with 

many worthwhile projects.  One group 

assessed the state of tourism in Venice, 

which has become a rising concern.  In 

2001, the Presidential Award was 

given to the group that proposed the re-

engineering of the cargo transportation 

system.  Figure 17 shows the re-

engineered boat routes that would make the cargo transport system much more efficient.  

This new system has since been implemented and has greatly increased the effectiveness of 

the cargo transporters, as well as greatly decreased the traffic that the previous system caused.  

It was in this year that another group proposed the establishment of a new recycling system, 

which could possibly contribute to the sanitation of the city.  Most recently, a group in 2006 

studied techniques for optimizing parking space, which has always been a problem in the 

congested canals. 

Figure 21: Re-engineered Boat Routes 
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Over the years, two more Presidential IQP Awards were presented to Venice students: one in 

2002 to a group that created a prototype for an environmental atlas of the lagoon, and the 

other in 2005 for the group that studied the preservation of the traditional boats in Venice.  

The work done by WPI students through the Venice Project Center has been mentioned in 

many publications, which include the BBC radio, Wired magazine, Smithsonian, New 

Scientist, and National Geographic magazine.  National Geographic went further and 

broadcast a video on the work done by Fabio Carrera and his students to help answer some of 

the problems concerning Venice.  The Venice Project Center’s second decade was just as 

successful and beneficial to Venice as the first, and it continues to work toward alleviating 

some of the concerns that plague the city.   

2.2.6 Summary 

In the 19-year history of the Venice Project Center, 446 students have worked to preserve and 

aid the beautiful and historic city of Venice.  There have been many challenges and even 

more innovative solutions to some of the issues afflicting the city.  In the past 19 years, five 

themes have developed that encompass all of the projects, which are: Art; Environment; 

Urban Maintenance; Socio-Economics; and Miscellaneous, for those projects that don’t 

belong to the other four categories.  Table 1 is a summary of the students, sponsors, and 

accomplishments within each project theme. 

 

Table 1: Projects, Sponsors and Awards 

 Art Environment 
Urban 

Maintenance 
Socio-Economics Miscellaneous Total 

Projects 37 26 24 18 19 124 

Students 133 90 86 69 68 446 

Sponsors 17 18 11 12 10 68 

Awards 3 1 2 1 2 9 
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3 Methodology 
 

The main goal of this project was to assist Arzanà to accomplish their mission in the 

preservation and study of traditional Venetian boats.  This project also focused on 

reconnecting with the Venice Project Center alumni in an effort to organize a 20th anniversary 

celebration, and organizing the publication of a book written by current IQP students, as a 

compilation of the past 20 years of IQP work done in Venice.  To accomplish our multi-

faceted mission, the following objectives were identified: 

 

1.  Create a functional live website for Arzanà that can collect donations. 

2. Make a bi-lingual brochure that will serve as a walking tour of Arzanà. 

3. Identify the specifications and logistics of publishing a large book. 

4. Create a newsletter updating past Venice IQP students about current projects and 

plans for an anniversary celebration. 

3.1 Arzanà 
 
 Past IQP’s have assisted Arzanà by cataloguing their inventory and proposing ways to 

integrate traditional boats back into society.  Arzanà has long had the goal of becoming part 

of a nautical heritage museum.  Our project sought to assist them in this goal, as well as help 

Arzanà raise funds to be better able to preserve the disappearing traditional boats of Venice. 

3.1.1 Creating a Website 
 
 Arzanà has been very successful in preserving traditional boats and nautical heritage 

with the funds that they have.  However, our group felt the best way to get donations for 

Arzanà was to create an informative website that would include descriptions of Arzanà’s 

collection, its mission, and the reasons why preservation was important.  We worked with 

Giovanni Caniato, our on-site liaison, and Silvia Capriata, a web designer working with 

Arzanà, to create a website for Arzanà.  The design of the website was provided by Silvia 

Capriata.  The design of the website is controlled completely through Cascading Style Sheets, 

which allows for easy updating without destroying the original code.  We split the website 

into two main sections, “The Association” and “The Collection”.  The Association page 

provides information on Arzanà, including its mission, history, members, and location.  The 

Collection page gives information about Arzanà’s collection of traditional boats, oars, 

oarlocks, and other nautical heritage items.  One important feature of the website is a link to a 

PayPal donation account.  After extensive research, we determined that PayPal offered the 
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best system of easily collecting donations.  After the website was finished to a satisfactory 

level, the domain name arzana.org was purchased through www.godaddy.com, and the web 

site was housed on the Venice Project Center server.  This website should have a very 

positive effect on Arzanà, and hopefully provide them with more funds to aid them in their 

mission of restoring and preserving the traditional boats and nautical heritage of Venice. 

3.1.2 Making a Brochure 
 
 Arzanà is headquartered in an ancient squero, or boatyard, which is full of artifacts, 

boats, and nautical heritage.  As a first step towards making Arzanà part of a museum, this 

project focused on creating a brochure that would not only provide information about the 

organization and its collection, but also to provide a walking tour of the headquarters.  We 

researched the past IQP reports that catalogued the inventory to provide the information that 

went into the walking tour of the building.  The highlights of the tour mentioned in the 

brochure were chosen based on what we felt would be most appealing to the general public.  

We worked extensively with our on-site liaison and active member of Arzanà, Giovanni 

Caniato, to provide information about the association’s mission and history.  He also 

provided us with many of the pictures of the collection that were used in the brochure.  In 

order to make the brochure bi-lingual, we first wrote it in English, and translated it into 

Italian, with the help of Daniela Pavan, who works in the Venice Project Center.    

3.2 Large-scale Publication 
 
 Nineteen years of IQP work and data collection has yielded an extensive amount of 

information about Venice that cannot be found anywhere else.  This information has the 

potential to being very beneficial to anyone who would like to learn about or help Venice.  

However, the nearly twenty years of information has never been made readily available to the 

public.  It is for this reason that this year’s IQP students have dedicated themselves to writing 

a large-scale publication that would be the summation of all the work done by past Venice 

students.  

3.2.1 Traditional Boats and Nautical Heritage Book Chapter 
 
 There have been many past IQP’s focusing on preserving the heritage and tradition of 

Venice.  Two past groups in particular concentrated on studying and preserving the nautical 

heritage of Venice.  Our group compiled the information from the two past IQP’s – one from 

2004 and the other from 2005 – and, along with our own research, wrote an informational 
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book chapter about the nautical heritage and traditional boats of Venice, and the current effort 

of Arzanà to preserve the traditional heritage of Venice.  In addition to the book chapter, we 

also wrote interesting sidebars about important parts of Venice’s nautical heritage and what is 

being done to preserve them.  We used a combination of our own pictures and those used in 

the past IQP reports.   

3.2.2 Publishing 
 
 Not only was our group responsible for a book chapter on the traditional boats and 

nautical heritage of Venice, but we were also responsible for organizing the production of the 

book itself.  To do this, we did extensive research on book publishing, copyright laws, and 

pricing for the publication of the book.  We contacted a publisher in Venice, Franco Filippi, 

to determine the logistics of publishing a book.  Over several meetings, we determined the 

approximate price of publishing, the price of selling, the ideal number of pages for such a 

book, and other such information necessary for printing, publishing, and selling our book.  

This information will eventually contribute to the successful publication of the book. 

3.3 Venice Project Center Alumni 
 
 As the 20th anniversary of the Venice Project Center approaches, it has become 

necessary to acknowledge the extraordinary work that the Venice alumni accomplished 

during their IQP’s.  We chose to open the lines of communication between the past and 

current Venice IQP students, because any celebration of the Venice Project Center would 

have to be done with the involvement of the Venice alumni.  Our group determined that the 

best way to reach the wide-spread alumni was to create a newsletter; in addition, a survey 

was sent out in order to gather feedback from the alumni. 

3.3.1 Newsletter 
 
 The newsletter was made to update past Venice students on current projects.  Each 

group wrote a 200-250 word summary of their project and what their group planned on 

accomplishing while in Venice.  While trying to keep the essence of what each group wrote, 

we edited each summary to fit the word limit of the newsletter.  We then wrote the cover of 

the newsletter, highlighting our efforts to publish a book about Venice, written by the current 

Venice students.  We also wrote about the fact that the Venice Project Center celebrating its 

20th anniversary in 2008.  In order to complete the newsletter and make it more interesting, 

we added a summary of one of the MQP’s in Venice and a crossword puzzle on the last page.  
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Once the newsletter was written and formatted to satisfaction, we contacted Beth Howland of 

the Alumni Relations office in order to acquire alumni contact information.  Because of 

confidentiality issues, it was necessary to send the newsletter to the Alumni Office to be 

forwarded to the Venice Alumni.  In addition to being sent to past Venice students, a copy of 

the newsletter was also sent to the WPI Class of 1965 because they have supported the 

Venice Project Center in the past.   

 Attached to the newsletter was a survey that had several purposes.  The first was to 

gauge the interest of alumni purchasing the large publication that the current Venice students 

are writing; second purpose was to gauge the interest of attending a 20th anniversary 

celebration.  Not only would this survey provide feedback for the production of the book and 

organization of the celebration, it also is meant to open the channels of communication 

between the current and past IQP students. 
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4 Results and Analysis 

This section contains the results of our collaboration with the Arzanà association, all 

of which were completed and then handed over to be used in the future.  Using Publisher, 

Adobe Acrobat, Expression Web and Access, we organized our information into a deliverable 

format.  

4.1 Arzanà 

This section contains the results of our collaboration with the Arzanà association, all 

of which were completed and then handed over to be used in the future. 

4.1.1 The Website 

With the help of a design provided by Silvia Capriata, we were able to construct a 

website which, at the conclusion of our time in Venice, went live at www.arzana.org.  Until 

this point, no website had ever been made live for the Arzanà Association, and very little 

information was available on the internet about their history or mission.  Although the 

website is by no means done, all of the code will be turned over to Silvia Capriata; she will 

work to manage the website after we have left Venice, as well as implement a content 

management system so that when an Arzanà webmaster is chosen they will be able to easily 

update the content without destroying the design.  The website is divided into two different 

sections: the association section, which focuses on all the pertinent information about Arzanà 

Figure 22:  Part of the collection part of the Arzanà website 
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as an association, and their mission; and the collection side, which houses all of the 

information that previous IQP students have collated about the pieces in the Arzanà 

collection.  Screenshots of the different areas of the website are included in Appendix B.  

4.1.2 The Brochure 

Using Microsoft Publisher, we created a brochure which gives a walking tour of 

Arzanà.  The brochure covers all of the important pieces of the Arzanà collection, which 

include but are not limited to the extensive fórcole collection previously catalogued by IQP 

students, pieces of art collected by the members of the association, various boats housed in 

the squero and other tools used in the creation of boats and boat-related items.  Since there 

are more items in the storehouse than can be reasonably included in a tour brochure, the 

curator, Giovanni Caniato, aided in the selection of the most notable artifacts for the initial 

version of the tour, the contents of which formed the basis of our brochure.  The size was 

determined by Giovanni, and in the end was made to be the length of A3 paper and the width 

of A4 paper so that it was long enough to include a full floor plan and pictures, yet would fit 

in a standard-sized envelope.  The completed brochure can be seen in Appendix C. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.2 Large-scale publication 

This section includes all of the data gathered about Venice 2.0, the planned 

publication based on the past 20 years of IQP research.   

Figure 23:  The inside view of the Arzanà brochure 
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4.2.1 Traditional Boats and Nautical Heritage Book Chapter 

Each of the 2007 Venice Project Center groups created a book chapter relating to their 

individual area of study.  Our book chapter contributed data from two past projects on the 

traditional boats and nautical heritage of Venice.  The text of the book chapter is data-rich, 

with information gathered by the past students; in addition, there are side-bars which have 

interesting facts and stories, and a two-page insert with interesting information, and some 

folklore, about the history and evolution of the gondola.  The completed book chapter can be 

seen in Appendix D. 

4.2.2 The Evolution of the Gondola 

In addition to the traditional boats of Venice, our group did extensive research on the history 

and evolution of the gondola. The gondola has evolved heavily since the beginning of its 

popularity in the early 16th century. Throughout time, the width and length of the gondola has 

changed as its use and functionality changed. The gondola was originally rowed by two men 

but as it became more popular as a tourist attraction, it became a single rower boat. This 

affected the shape of the gondola as the hull became much more curved on the ends. The 

recent decrease in width beginning in the 19th century is due to the steady narrowing of the 

Venetian canals. 

Figure 24: Two charts showing the evolution of the length and width of the gondola, spanning six 
centuries.  Below, two pictures showing the difference in shape over time. 
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4.2.3 Publishing 

Our group was responsible for researching the publication of the book.  Three meetings were 

arranged with the publisher, Franco Filippi.  It was explained that books need to be printed in 

16-page “bundles,” so the total number of pages needs to be a multiple of 16.  Based on this 

information, the book was projected to be 208-256 pages long, printed on glossy paper, 

approximately the size of A5 paper.  In addition, 1,000 copies were decided upon, taking into 

account projected sales to alumni. The cost for each set of pages is shown in Table 2 taking 

into account whether or not the book will be hard-cover.  Once the book is fully edited and 

formatted, there will be an approximately 20 day turn-around time. 

           Table 2:  Prices for Book Publishing 

# of copies # of pages Hardcover? Total cost 

1,000 208 no € 10,400.00  

1,000 208 yes € 13,400.00  

1,000 224 no € 11,200.00  

1,000 224 yes € 14,200.00  

1,000 240 no € 12,000.00  

1,000 240 yes € 15,000.00  

1,000 256 no € 12,800.00  

1,000 256 yes € 15,800.00  

 

4.3 Venice Project Center Alumni 

4.3.1 Newsletter 

One of the main goals of this group was the creation of an alumni newsletter, 

especially in light of the 20th anniversary of the project center.  This newsletter contained 

information about the work each group was doing, in the hopes of re-kindling their 

excitement about the project center.  In addition, a survey was attached to the newsletter to 

determine interest in both a reunion event and the book currently in production.  The 

newsletter won’t be sent until the end of the year, so it’s not possible to have any feedback 

from the alumni until after that time.  The newsletter can be seen in its entirety in Appendix 

E.   
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

To ensure the preservation of traditional Venetian boats, it is important to continue 

current preservation efforts.  We developed several recommendations that will allow the 

continuation of this project, in order to better preserve the traditional boats of Venice.  In 

addition, we feel that it is important to celebrate the great milestone the Venice Project Center 

has reached – its 20th anniversary – as well as involving the Venice alumni to a greater 

degree.  There are also several ways we recommend advertizing and selling the book that this 

year’s project groups have dedicated themselves to writing.    

5.1 Updating the Arzanà Website 

This project has produced a live website that describes the Arzanà mission, history, and 

membership details, as well as giving detailed descriptions of the types of traditional boats 

and other historical nautical artifacts.  However, we were not able to finish the website to the 

degree that we would have liked.  We would first recommend that a content management 

system be implemented into the website so the Arzanà organization can easily update and 

change the website as needed.  As of right now, a good knowledge of computers and website 

maintenance is needed for the upkeep of the website; eventually we would like Arzanà to 

easily be able to change the website as their inventory changes or as events are planned.   

 Because of the limited amount of time during our project, we did not entirely fill the 

website with complete information about the Arzanà inventory.  We recommend that the 

website information should be completed, so that it can be a comprehensive source of 

information for anyone who wishes to learn about traditional Venetian boats and the history 

behind them.  Arzanà has so many nautical artifacts: it is in the best interest of the collection 

for there to be complete information about each one. 

 Because Arzanà rents boats and other nautical artifacts to movie producers, we 

recommend that part of the website be dedicated to a complete list of the Arzanà inventory, 

with pictures, in order for the collection to be easily accessible to any possible renters.  This 

would attract more movie producers to the collection, and hopefully help Arzanà acquire a 

steady rate of donations, with which they would dedicate to the preservation of traditional 

boats. 

 

5.2 Expanding the Arzanà Brochure 

The creation of a brochure is an important step in making the Arzanà collection part 

of a larger traditional boat museum.  It is complete at this point, but if Arzanà changes 
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locations, or has significant additions to their collection, the brochure will need to be updated 

accordingly.  The brochure is now available in both English and Italian, but we would 

recommend that it be translated into several other common languages, to better attract tourists 

of different nationalities.  We recommend that the brochure be translated into German, 

French, and Spanish, as these are common tourist languages in Venice.  

One goal that our group was not able to meet was the creation of an informative 

booklet about the Arzanà collection.  We would recommend that this be done, to be used as 

an extension of the brochure.  The booklet would give more detailed and complete 

information about each piece of the Arzanà collection, and be the next step towards creating 

an Arzanà museum.   

5.3 Continuation of the Venice Alumni Newsletter 

One major deliverable that our group produced was a newsletter for the Venice 

Project Center Alumni.  It was our intention that the newsletter be continued annually, by 

each new year’s IQP students.  It is our sincere recommendation that this should be done, so 

that the Venice Alumni are aware of current projects, and will be more likely to involve 

themselves with any celebrations or activities that the Venice Project Center chooses to 

organize.  The newsletter should include information about what each project encompasses, 

as well as any events or special news that the alumni should know about.  In the 2008 edition, 

there should be specific information on how an alumnus can purchase one of the books that 

was written by the current IQP students.  In addition, we feel it is necessary to take a group 

picture each year to include with the newsletter.  This not only documents who was involved 

each year in the Venice IQP’s, but it helps to document and remember the extraordinary work 

done by students in Venice. 

5.4 Creating and Updating a Venice Project Center Website 

In order for the alumni to learn about current projects and events in Venice, there 

needs to be a central website that is easy to navigate.  As of now, a website is in the process 

of being created, but we suggest that it be completed with several key features.  This website 

should first have an updatable section that contains all of the news and upcoming events of 

the VPC.  Further, the website should have a link to all of the past projects, including their 

reports and their final presentations.  One possibility for the website could be an interactive 

section that allows alumni to write suggestions or questions, and have them be answered 

within a certain amount of time.  One of the most important aspects to the website should be 

that it links users to all of the information that has been gathered over the past 20 years; this 
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information is now very hard to acquire, and it needs to be made easily accessible to anyone 

who would benefit from it. 

5.5 Advertizing and Selling Venice 2.0 

This year’s IQP students went to great lengths to produce book chapters that will 

eventually become part of the book, titled Venice 2.0.  We have several recommendations 

that will help raise money for the publishing of this book, as well as making it more 

appealing to buy for the Venice alumni.  Our first recommendation is to offer a discount to 

Venice alumni, in return for buying one of the books in advance.  Not only would this 

guarantee a certain number of books would be sold, but it would also provide some of the 

necessary funds needed to publish.  Another way to get an idea of how many books would be 

purchased by alumni would be to send postcards with the book cover on the front, along with 

a detachable order form.  This order form would give the publisher a good idea of how many 

alumni were interested in buying the book.  In terms of finding funding for the publishing of 

Venice 2.0, we would recommend finding external sponsors who will buy a certain number of 

books up front.  Some suggested sponsors might include past sponsors of the IQP’s, Insula, 

Arzanà, and the city of Venice, as well as anyone who might have a vested interest in owning 

a book with complete and accurate information about Venice.  

5.6 Exhibit or Celebration of the VPC 20th Anniversary 

The 20th anniversary is an important milestone in the history of the Venice Project 

Center.  It is our recommendation that a celebration is organized in 2008 to commemorate the 

event.  An exhibit might be the best way to display all of the great achievements of the 447 

students who have worked so hard to make a difference in Venice.  Depending on the 

feedback received from our newsletter, an exhibit or celebration in Venice might be possible 

as well. 

5.7 Final Thoughts 

Traditional boats are one of the most important historical aspects of Venice.  The city 

has long been identified by its nautical tradition and the unique boats.  Each boat was 

designed specifically for the task for which it was made.  The flat bottom and shallow draft 

hull common to all traditional boats allows easy navigation in the shallow waters of the 

Lagoon without disturbing the surrounding environment.  The Venetians have perfected a 

rowing technique specific to their traditional boats that has long since become a symbol of 

Venice itself.  This project ultimately displays the endangered state of the rapidly diminishing 
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traditional boats, and explains that without continued preservation efforts, these treasures in 

Venetian history will disappear forever.  Our efforts have aided Arzanà more easily get their 

message across to the public, which will in turn help them preserve the boats that are so 

precious to their culture. 

Along the same lines, the Venice Project Center has been integral to many of the 

positive changes around Venice.  To date, the information collected by WPI students on the 

hydrodynamics of the canals is the only information available on the subject.  In addition, the 

VPC has had a very positive impact on the city, including the information collected for all of 

the canals, bridges, docks, utilities, environmental and socio-economic impacts; this 

information has helped the city identify and solve problems in Venice.  Because all of this 

information is so extensive and currently difficult to access, the students of this year’s IQP 

have dedicated themselves to making the information available to the public.  It is because of 

all the work and effort put into helping Venice that such an anniversary should be celebrated, 

both by the community and by the alumni who have made such a difference in the lives of so 

many. 
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Appendix C – Arzanà English Brochure 
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Appendix D – Arzanà Italian Brochure 
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Appendix E – Nautical Heritage and Traditional Boats Book Chapter 
 

The Nautical Heritage and Traditional Boats of Venice 

By: Bryan Bigda, Michelle Dubuke, Daniel LaTorella, and Jennifer Richards 

 

Strolling through the narrow streets of Venice, you hear the sound of an accordion bellowing 

a rustic-sounding melody, and the strong, yet mellow, voice of a Venetian singing to 

passengers in a gondola.  Like most tourists, you stop on a bridge to snap pictures or to 

simply watch four or five gondole float beneath you, maneuvered eloquently around the 

twists and turns of the canals.  This is the view that most people have of the Venetian culture 

of old, but it is not an entirely accurate one.  The traditional boats of Venice filled the canals 

for centuries, until a drastic decline starting in the 1970’s.  With the exception of the gondola, 

there are no traditional boats currently being produced in Venice for work purposes.  

However, what people do not realize is that the gondola is only one style among about 40 

documented that fall into the category of traditional boats.  Each one is hand-crafted with a 

unique design to carry out a specific task.   

 

The fascinating world of traditional boats has shaped the Venetian culture and lifestyle for 

centuries, but many have no idea what constitutes a traditional Venetian boat.  This lack of 

knowledge is not simple “tourist ignorance,” but is rather due to the fact that traditional boats 

are very rare today.  Motor boats dominate the canals which, for the bigger part of Venice’s 

history, were traversed by rowed traditional boats.  Once popular, there are no longer any 

facilities in Venice that still rent traditional boats to the public.  One organization in Venice 

that is dedicated to keeping the heritage of the traditional Venetian boat alive is Arzanà.  

Arzanà consists of volunteer mariners who work to keep and restore traditional boats, as well 

as the nautical heritage that are associated with them. Arzanà works with boats that have been 

abandoned or donated in an effort to keep these precious artifacts from disappearing all 

together.  The Venetian culture is greatly connected to traditional boats, whose very existence 

is threatened and whose legacy is doomed to be lost forever if there is no immediate action 

taken. 

 

Replacing rowed boats with motor boats seems simple evolution; it is the natural step in the 

progress of the culture.  Asking Venetians to return to total dependence on traditional boats 

would be akin to the return of the horse and carriage: a completely impractical solution.  The 
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traditional boats of Venice should be preserved as cultural treasures, in order to keep the 

nautical heritage, which has so visibly shaped the city, alive.  The cultural and physical union 

with the sea is one that is rooted in the history and geography of Venice. 

 

The city of Venice is built on 125 different islands, which are connected by over 182 canals 

and 473 different bridges.  However, that level of structure didn’t always exist – early in the 

city’s history, the individual islands were isolated in their development; the only contact 

between islands was wooden planks and boats.  Early Venetians recognized the link that they 

had with boats – they built homes not just for themselves, but also open-bottomed, three-

sided structures which could house their boats.   By the sixth century, they were known as 

formidable seamen.  Venetians were famed for their maritime skills, including the innate 

ability to sail boats against the current.30  

 

Many Venetian customs and traditions developed around the 

dependence on the sea.  According to tradition, the Doge, the ruling 

entity of Venice, was “married” to the sea.  Each year, in a 

celebration called the Festa Della Sensa, the Doge would cast a large 

ring, as seen in Figure 1, into the sea.  Similar to other cultures, 

Venice was prolific in its creation of art and architecture, and pieces 

typically were focused around different aspects of the city’s maritime 

heritage.  One of the most popular tourist sites in Venice, St. Mark’s 

Basilica, contains many pieces of artwork depicting 

different boats and the sea.  One example is the Translatio 

of St. Mark, seen in Figure 2, which is a mosaic from the 

13th century that can be seen on the west-wing vault in the 

San Clemente Chapel in St. Mark’s.31  Similar mosaics can 

be found on the three other walls of the chapel, and 

illustrate not just Venice’s link with the sea, but the 

connection between the sea and religion.  However, artwork 

relating to the sea is not just seen in churches – many pieces of public art seen throughout the 

city have a nautical theme.  

 

                                                 
30 Vittoria, Eugenio.  The Gondolier and his Gondola.  Pg 17 
31 http://www.muspe.unibo.it/period/MA/index/number1/fenl1/fe1_3.htm. 
 

Figure 2:  The Translatio of St. Mark 

Figure 1: The ceremonial 
ring thrown into the sea each 
year by the Doge 
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These are several examples of the different nautical heritage elements which can be seen 

throughout the city of Venice.  In 2005, a study was conducted by students from Worcester 

Polytechnic Institute identifying the nautical heritage of Venice.  In the study, 33 places of 

nautical interest were identified including, but not limited to, ten churches, one monument, 

three museums, and 14 Squeri.  These can be seen simply by visiting popular tourist sites, 

such as San Marco, Palazzo Ducale, and 

Museo Correr.  The nautical heritage of 

Venice is seen not only in building and 

artwork, but also in street names found 

throughout the city.  The streets were often 

named after the different vendor’s shops located there, and though many of those shops have 

closed the names remain. Worcester Polytechnic Institute, in a similar study, catalogued 26 

street names containing the word Barche (boats), four containing the 

word Felzi, nine containing Remer (oar-maker), 17 containing Squeri 

or Squero, and 19 containing Traghetto (gondola taxi) as seen in 

Figure 3, with a total of 75 streets referring to some kind of nautical 

aspect.32  

 

Squeri and the Arsenale 

In a city that demands boats for transportation, the art of shipbuilding 

has been a great Venetian tradition dating back as early as the city 

itself. Traditional boats are always handcrafted at specific boat 

building sites known as squeri.  These squeri are home to some of the 

world’s most talented wooden boat craftsmen, the squerarióli.  Most 

squeri are small, meant for building one particular type of boat. 

Perhaps the most unique aspect of the squeri is the method of 

transporting boats in and out of the water. The loading area of the 

squeri consists of a downward sloping ground that goes directly from 

the boatyard into the canal. This allows effortless transport and also 

eliminates the risk of damaging boats. 

 

                                                 
32 Preserving the Nautical Traditions and Maritime Heritage of Venice, Italy.  2005. 

Figure 3:  Sotoportego del Traghetto, just one of the 75 
street signs relating to nautical heritage 

 

The Squeri 
 

In a city that demands boats 

for transportation, the art of 

shipbuilding has been a 

great Venetian tradition 

dating back as early as the 

city itself. Traditional boats 

are always handcrafted at 

specific boat building sites 

known as squeri. These 

squeri are home to some of 

the world’s most talented 

wooden boat craftsmen, the 

squerarióli. Most squero are 

small, meant for building 

one particular type of boat. 

Perhaps the most unique 

aspect of the squeri is the 

method of transporting boats 

in and out of the water. The 

loading area of the squeri 
consists of a downward 

sloping ground that goes 

directly from the boatyard 

into the canal. This allows 

effortless transport and also 

eliminates the risk of 

damaging boats. 
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The largest squero in Venice is the Arsenale, founded in 1104 A.D., and still standing today.  

The Arsenale, as seen in Figure 4, was the boat production and repair center, or squero, of 

Venice; at the height of its power, approximately one 

boat was produced per 

day, and it employed 

over 16,000 people.33  

Today, the Arsenale is 

primarily a naval base, 

but it sits adjacent to the 

Naval History Museum 

of Venice and serves as a 

part of the biannual art exhibit hosted by the city of Venice.   

 

Traditional Boats of Venice 

With a history so rich in maritime heritage, it is easy to see the 

link the Venetians have with boats.  The term “traditional boat” 

in Venice refers to a boat with a flat bottom and a shallow draft 

hull, two characteristics that have very distinct and practical 

purposes.34  Due to the shallow water in the canals, the 

squeriorli were forced to craft the boats with a flat bottom to 

keep them from hitting the bottom of the canal.  The shallow 

hull allowed the boats to be dragged to shore with minimal 

structural damage, and also to make it easier for people to get in 

and out of the boat.  Another benefit to the shallow hull is the 

balance it offers for passengers when standing in the boats, 

which is a strange concept for most people.35  When crossing 

the Grand Canal in a type of gondola called a traghetto, it is 

customary for the passengers to remain standing.  Traditionally 

the traghetti were not confined to transport across the Grand 

Canal, but as can be seen from the traghetti map of 1697, it was also a very common way of 

getting from island to island in Venice.  Figure 5 compares this to the traghetti map of 

                                                 
33 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 33 
34 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 25 
35 Idem 

Figure 4:  The ancient Arsenale 

Walking on Water – Le Fòrcole 
 
Traditional Venetian style rowing has 

been compared to walking on water 

(The Boats of Venice, pg 7).  A Venetian 

rows a traditional boat by standing on 

the back and facing the direction in 

which he travels, very much analogous 

to walking.  Due to this unique style of 

rowing a very intricate craft emerges.  

Fòrcola is the name of the oarlock fixed 

onto the side of traditional Venetian 

boats. It allows the rower to both propel 

and maneuver his boat through the 

canals.  The craftsmen who shape these 

unique fòrcole are called remeri, and in 

a sense are more than just craftsmen; 

they are artists. 

 

Each fòrcola is made from a single 

piece of hardwood, typically walnut, 

and has a characteristic shape which is 

specialized for the needs of each rower.  

The more elegant fòrcole are either for 

show or for racing in the regate.  These 

are traditionally designed from a bigger 

piece of wood to allow for a larger and 

more elegant sanca, or “elbow” as seen 

in the figure.  A fòrcola designed for 

work boat is typically much less elegant 

with a sanca which is much less defined.  

In the figure below there is an example 

of how a typical work fòrcola looks.  

Arzaná has an extensive catalogue of 

about 100 traditional fòrcole. 
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200436, we can note that not only are the traghetti strictly in the Grand Canal, but the number 

of points where someone could take a traghetto have decreased from 43 stations to the eight 

that are presently active. 

 

Although the number of traghetti has decreased, they are still used in modern Venice.  It is 

the most practical way to get across the Grand Canal, at points where pedestrians are unable 

to cross by bridge.  Using a gas motor would be wasteful and create a wake that would not 

only adversely affect travel up and down the length of the canal, but cause damage to the 

canal wall as well.  However, the most common traditional boat which can be seen today 

throughout Venice is the gondola, truly the modern-day symbol of the city.  Tourists from all 

over the world will spend 100 euro to take a romantic ride in a gondola, which through the 

years has turned into a multi-million dollar business.37  

 

 

  

                                                 
36 Map provided by 2004 IQP, entitled The Traditional Boats of Venice 
37 Witty, Anne.  “Beyond the Gondola.”  Wooden Boat.  No. 153. 

Figure 5: Map of traghetti in 1687 and in 2004.  The traghetti were originally used as taxis to carry people all over the 
lagoon and to other destinations.  Of the 43 stations that were originally in use, only 8 still remain.  The remaining 
traghetti are now only used to ferry people across the Grand Canal. 
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Gondola: The Symbol of Venice 
 
Although there are over 40 types of traditional boats native to Venice, it is the gondola that is most easily 
recognizable.  It has become the symbol of Venice, as well as being a major industry in the now tourist-rich 
city.  The gondola is a very intricate and specific watercraft; it has become what it is today through a long 
evolution of carrying nobility through the serene canals of Venice, becoming more intricate as the craftsmen 
perfected generations of skill and building techniques. 
 
The city of Venice developed as it perfected its means of transportation.  Although horses and other pack 
animals were used for a substantial amount of time in Venice, the maintenance of both horses and carriages 
strained the economics of both individuals and the community – considerations which brought back the ancient 
use of the boat as the most economical means of transport (27).  Boats evolved as they were needed for specific 
tasks.  The most elegant means of water transportation was the gondola, named for the first time in 1094 by 
Doge Vitale Falier (32).  It is believed that the name gondola was not initially restricted to the specific boat seen 
today, but that it was applied to different types of boats. 
 

The Evolution of the Gondola 
 
Over time, the gondola evolved into the elegant boats that are recognizable today.  It 
has gone through many modifications over the centuries, both in form and the finer 
details.  The first known description of a gondola, found in a 14th century manuscript, 
measured the boat 8 or 9 meters long (28 Venetian piedi or feet – 1 piede was 30.38 
cm) (59).  The original boat was not as slim as today’s gondola, perhaps because it 
was derived from the more common boats used for everyday tasks.  The boat also lay 
more flat in the water; it did not have the banana-shape as modern gondolas do.  
Although it has been continually improved and modified, many of the original 
technical terms are still used today, so that features of the ancient boats have 
remained intact (59). 

 
The modern gondola has very specific measurements and specifications.  The outer length is 10.85 meters, with 
an average width of 1.40 meters and a net weight of about 350 kilograms. (35).  Made up of around 280 wooden 
pieces, the gondola uses a variety of wood in its construction, including oak, fir, walnut, cherry-wood, larch, 
elm-root, and limetree (35).  Despite modern techniques, the wood used for the sides of the gondola is curved 
using an ancient process that involves using marsh canes – which come from nearby lagoons – to heat the wood 
until it can be curved.  These marsh canes are said to have the degree of humidity required for the operation.  
This process gives the gondola amazing balance, although it appears likely to topple over at any moment. (65)  
There are many different craftsmen who contribute to the beautiful creation that is a  gondola.  These craftsmen 
range from carpenters to squerioli to caulkers (who tar the boats).The gondola is special, not only because of its 
unique shape, but also because of “el parecio”: the ornamentation of the gondola.  The most important of this 
ornamentation is the ferro, the forcola and remo, and the felze.   
 
Ferro, Forcola, and Felze 

 

The ferro is the distinctive metal design at the prow, or front, of the gondola.  It has 
gone through about 1,000 alterations since its creation; its curled design is not only for 
aesthetic reasons but also to defend it from possible damage through collisions. It was 
once made from soft iron, but modern ferros are made with duralumin or other alloys; 
depending on the metal used, the ferro’s weight can vary from 10 to 20 kilograms (41).  
The unique shape of the ferro is famous worldwide – popular tradition maintains that 
the six teeth represent the six districts of Venice; the elegant curve signifies the Doge’s 
cap, or the Grand Canal.  The semi-circular break between the curved top and the six 
teeth is said to represent the Rialto Bridge. The ferro has become a symbol of the 
gondola, which is a symbol of Venice itself. 
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The remo (oar) and forcola (oarlock) are two of the most practically important parts of the gondola.  The 
forcola, carefully shaped with a large bend for maximum strength, is made from a single piece of walnut root. 
(43)  It is placed at the stern of the gondola, where it is the true point of strength, which allows the boat to lean 
and lower on the right-hand side.  It’s main function is to give support to the oar, as the gondolier pushes on the 
oar to propel the gondola forward.  The oar is specially made by the “remer” (oarmaker), who exclusively 
builds the oars and oarlocks.  The wood used is split beech, well matured and without knots.  The oar is 
carefully made to have a tapered blade at the end; the thickness of the oar gradually diminishes, which allows 
the oarsmen to row more effectively (43).  Without these beautifully crafted pieces, a gondolier would not be 
able to row the gondola. 
 
Another important, but now extinct, aspect to the gondola is the felze, which was a small cabin in the middle of 
the boat.  It was initially made of small planks formed into an arch shape and covered with branches and ferns, 
or “felci”, from which the word “felze” is derived from (43).  The felze was later developed into a more richly 
decorated seating area, as the use of the gondola became more popular with the wealthy nobility.  It became “a 
small, floating drawing-room, with velvet or brocade seats inside and a little door at the front part and curtains 
on the small side windows” (44).  Over time, however, use of the felze diminished; now, they are never used on 
gondolas and exist only in private collections. 
 

The Color Black 
 
One of the peculiarities of the gondola is the fact that it is black.  This might not seem strange, but it is 
interesting to note that every gondola in Venice is black.  Once, the gondola was painted various colors, but 
black was prevalent because it is a sign of elegance, suitable for every kind of big event.  Although many 
associate the color black with mourning, the Venetian Republic used red as the symbol of mourning, while 
black was that of elegance (72).  There are many theories as to why the gondola are now all black, some more 
feasible than others.  One such theory is that the color black symbolizes the mourning for the fall of the 
Venetian Republic (this theory can be dismissed as there is no historical proof).  Another version is that black 
was the established color after the plague disaster of 1630, which claimed over 50,000 lives.  Most likely, the 
color derives from the use of black pitch used to seal the boat and make it waterproof. (72)  For whatever 
reason, gondolas today are black, just one of the traditions that make Venice unique. 
 
The Gondolier  
 
It is hard to discuss the gondola without mentioning the gondolier.  These persons have as long and rich of a 
history as the boat itself.  “History shows that from simple boatmen they went on to become virtual 
ambassadors of high lineage, because of the secrets they knew about entire families of the nobility.” (9).  In the 
very early days of the gondola, the gondoliers were made up of Moors and black slaves.  As the use of the 
gondola became more important, the gondoliers became an integral part of society.  (107)  A gondolier’s daily 
contact with the aristocracy caused his rise in society – they eventually became a link between nobility and the 
common people.  The gondolier is connected with all of the events of the Republic, at ceremonies and on 
solemn occasions; they were also responsible for keeping the secrets of the nobility, as illicit affairs and 
intrigues would often occur in the gondola.  In the late 1500’s, when personal luxury in the gondola was 
forbidden, the gondoliers’ uniforms were ordered to be simple and sober. (107)  It was for this reason that they 
wore simple black up until the Second World War, when the influence of the French Army altered the 
uniforms.  Today, gondoliers can be seen wearing blue and white or red and white striped shirts, a sight that 
has become integral with Venetian culture. 
 
Gondolas and their boatmen have always been an important part of Venetian culture.  The gondola remains to 
this day a masterpiece of aesthetics and naval architecture, of both science and art.  It has and always will be 
one of the symbols of Venice. 
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Types of Traditional Boats 

Traditional Venetian boats were designed based on their intended use.  These uses include 

transport of large and small goods, public transportation, construction, house maintenance, 

the police, military defense, and fishing.  Because traditional boats were built according to 

their use, they can be separated into three main categories: fishing and hunting, cargo 

transportation, and human transportation.  Each category contains boats of similar size, shape, 

and intended use.  

 

Fishing and Hunting 

Venice, like many coastal cities, is known for its seafood cuisine.  Fishing in the Lagoon 

requires boats that are capable of transporting large amounts of fish back to the island, and 

that have the ability to maneuver to and from the location of the fish.   

 

The topo, commonly translated as “mouse,” is typically a 24 meter 

long sail boat with a large rudder in the rear for steering.38  The 

topo, shown in Figure 6, is particularly unique because of the 

position of its sail; the mast is located about one third of the way 

along the length of the hull.  The Venetian waterways tend to 

become very shallow during low tides, particularly the smaller 

canals.  In order to travel through these shallow waters, the topo was 

built with the ability to lift its deep rudder and lock it in an upward 

position, thus preventing the rudder hitting the bottom of the canal. 

A final feature of the topo is the 

hollowed-out storage compartment in the 

hull, which allows the fisherman to store 

his catch in a cool, wet place during 

transport back to land.39  

 

The sanpierota, seen in Figure 7, is also 

an example of a popular fishing vessel 

found in early Venice.  The name is 

                                                 
38 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 91 
39 Tipologie dei natanti veneziani. Pg 45 

   Figure 7:  A sanpierota, a common fishing boat 

Figure 6:  A topo, used for fishing 
in the lagoon 
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derived from its place of origin, San Pietro, in Volta.40 It is a member of the sandolo family 

of boats, and was popular for its sturdiness, reliability, roominess, and relatively simple 

maintenance. Like the topo, this boat was sail-powered before the days of motors. It in on 

average six to seven meters in length41, and usually owned by Venetian families; they were 

painted with different bright colors to distinguish one from the other. It was also commonly 

rented, similar to car or moving-van rentals. As recent as the 1930’s, there were over 50 row 

boat rental facilities in Venice.  

 

The s’ciopon “long gun” is a unique hunting boat designed for the specific task of allowing 

one man to both navigate the boat and shoot ducks.42 The s’ciopon is one of the few 

traditional Venetian boats that can 

be rowed sitting down. The gun 

attached to the boat is three meters 

long, and is pre-set to be aimed so 

that a swimming duck can be shot 

without moving the gun up or 

down. These boats are no longer 

used today for hunting, but instead 

are common among young boys for short distance transportation. The boat rides very low in 

the water, as can be seen in Figure 8.  

 

Large Cargo Transport 

The city of Venice relies on boats for most large cargo transportation. Cargo boats are filled 

with anything from fresh fruit to construction supplies – everything the city needs is 

transported by boat.  Transporting large, heavy cargo requires a vessel strong enough to do 

so, while remaining maneuverable throughout the canals.  

 

The caorlina, seen in Figure 9, is about 10 meters in length, 

and is known for being fast, easy to handle, and capable of 

carrying a large amount of goods. It was commonly used to 

carry fruits and vegetables in large quantities.43 A caorlina is 

                                                 
40 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 102 
41 Idem 
42 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 54 
43 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 122 

Figure 8: A s’ciopon, a unique traditional boat, with a 3 meter gun 
extending in the front so the hunter can row and shoot 
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typically rowed by two people; however, up to eight may row at one time. To accommodate 

such a large amount of rowers, the caorlina was built to be symmetrical along the width and 

length.44 Such symmetry is rarely found in traditional Venetian boats. It is this attribute that 

allows the caorlina to be used in many regate, or boat races, today. 

 

The largest of all traditional 

Venetian cargo boats is the 

peata.  It was used throughout 

Venice to transport all sorts of 

large bulky materials, 

particularly those needed for 

construction. It is typically 16 

meters in length and is normally 

manned by two oarsmen, but 

can be rowed by as many as 

16.45 The manner in which this boat is propelled is what makes the peata truly special. 

Instead of rowing with a bladed oar, which utilizes the water to move the boat forward, the 

oarsmen stand on the boat and push the oar against the bottom of the canal.  They progress 

the boat along by walking slowly from one end of the boat to the other, as seen in Figure 

10.46 

 

Human Transport 

In early Venice, traditional boats were used as a means of both personal and public 

transportation. Whether it was ferrying Venetians across the Grand Canal or transporting 

royalty, Venice depended greatly on the presence of row boats to reach their destinations. 

 

The sandolo, shown in Figure 11, was the most common form of transportation in the 

Lagoon. The most common use of the sandolo was private ownership; however, it was also 

used as a water taxi or fishing boat. This vessel is one of the few that is still very common 

today, although many now have an attached motor. The sandolo can also be commonly seen 

in races throughout Venice.  

                                                 
44 Idem 
45 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 124 
46 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 126 

Figure 10: A peata, the largest cargo boat.  The boat has been extinct 
since 1980. 
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Another common means of transportation was the mascareta. This boat gained popularity 

because it was lightweight, easy to maneuver, and above all, inexpensive. It weighs as little 

as 120 kilograms and is about six meters in length.47 This boat is one of the simplest of the 

traditional boats, and therefore the most popular among 

modern amateur boat builders. As motor boats gained in 

popularity, boat owners began purchasing personal motor 

boats, which meant that privately owned crafts like the 

mascareta fell out of existence.  This boat can be seen in 

Figure 12. 

 

Perhaps the quickest of all traditional boats, the puparin, 

was the vessel of choice for a faster means of 

transportation. Its slim design made it skim quickly over 

the water of the shallow canals.  This member of the 

sandolo family was the most of expensive and difficult to obtain. Owning a puparin was 

considered a symbol of status because they were expensive to buy. It is for this reason that 

members of Italian nobility were commonly transported in a puparin. 

 

Despite the fact that such a huge variety of boats once populated the canals, it is common to 

walk around Venice today and see the overly-romanticized gondola as the only traditional 

boat on the water.  It is much more common to see people steering motorized boats through 

the narrow canals or around the lagoon, rather than rowing traditional boats.  Where have 

these hundreds of traditional boats gone? 

 

 

                                                 
47 The Boats of Venice.  Pg 52 

Figure 12:  A mascareta 

Figure 11: A sandolo 
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Traditional Boat Endangerment 

Due to the overwhelming increase of motorized boats in Venice, the traditional rowed boats 

are being abandoned and nearing extinction.  The slow disappearance of traditional boats can 

be best seen through the evolution of the rental facilities, known as fitabatèle, which would 

rent boats for work or pleasure.  In the thirty years from 1930 to 1960, 18 of these rental 

facilities were closed, and then an even more drastic decline took place, and in the subsequent 

15 years 17 more closures took place.  There were once 52 shops that rented traditional boats; 

today, none remain.   

 

The squeri that were once one of the most important parts of Venice are also disappearing.  

There were originally fourteen main squeri that were active in the building of traditional 

boats.  Now, only seven of the fourteen are still operational; although they repair many types 

of traditional boats, the only new boats which come out of them are gondole, the last of the 

popular traditional boats.    

 

As renting traditional boats became 

more difficult, membership for the 

many rowing clubs around Venice 

increased.  Although traditional 

boats have become increasingly 

endangered, the Venetian love of 

traditional rowing has not 

diminished.  Rowing clubs offer 

members social interaction for those 

similarly interested in the unique style of Venetian rowing.  The 26 rowing clubs in Venice 

are known as remiere, and each rowing club has a collection of boats, including rare or 

unique traditional boats.    For example, Figure 14 shows a batèla a coa de gambero, a very 

rare boat owned by Ramiera Serenissima. About 28,000 Italians belong to rowing clubs in 

Venice and northern Italy, which in certain areas practice the Venetian style of rowing.48  

These rowing clubs have helped keep the enthusiasm for traditional boats and rowing alive. 

  

Efforts for Preservation 

                                                 
48 The Traditional Boats of Venice.  2004 IQP 

Figure 14: A batéla a coa de gambero, a very rare traditional boat owned 
by Ramiera Serenissima (The Serenissima rowing club).  Rowing clubs 
have helped to keep the tradition of Venetian rowing alive. 
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Traditional boats are in constant danger of becoming extinct.  There are, however, efforts to 

preserve the nautical history of the city of Venice.  There are annual races held in Venice, not 

only as a sport, but also to preserve the ancient Venetian tradition of rowing traditional boats.  

The ten famous regate are annual races, used to understand and respect the lagoon – to help 

rediscover Venice’s maritime culture.  The regate are vastly popular, for both participants 

and for viewers.  These races are one of the most important ways that traditional boats, 

rowing, and maritime heritage stay alive in Venice. 

 

Arzanà 

There is one organization dedicated to preserving traditional boats and the maritime heritage 

of Venice.  This organization is Arzanà, which is headquartered in the Squero ai Servi in the 

Cannaregio district of Venice.  The squero was 

built in the 15th century, and remained active 

until 1920.  Although no longer active, Arzanà 

uses the squero building for boat preservation 

and as a storage facility for maritime accessories.  

Founded in 1992, Arzanà promotes the study,   

restoration and conservation of the traditional 

boats of Venice.  In the last fifteen years it has 

acquired, and in part restored,  about fifty typical 

boats of Venice and the lagoon, many of them the 

only one surviving of their kind.49  

 

 To be maintained efficiently and, where possible, fully returned to sailing and rowing 

capacity, many of the traditional boats in the Arzanà collection need radical restoration. This 

is something that requires financial support that Arzanà – a non-profit organization run by 

volunteers – often lacks.  Arzanà has rented parts of the collection to films making period 

pieces about Venice.  For example, several of Arzanà’s boats and nautical artifacts can be 

seen in the recent movies, The Merchant of Venice, and Casanova.  Arzanà also appeals to 

local and international agencies, companies, foundations and associations, who understand 

the need to safeguard traditional boats and to convey to future generations the importance of 

what was once, and still should be, the most common aspect of the Venetian culture.  

  

                                                 
49 Arzanà statuto 

Figure 15: Arzanà, located in an ancient squero 
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